For functions analytic in a neighbourhood of 0, we show that at least for a subsequence of the diagonal Padé approximants, the point 0 attracts a zero proportion of the poles. The same is true for every "sufficiently dense" diagonal subsequence. Consequently these subsequences have a convergence in capacity type property, which is possibly the correct analogue of the NuttallPommerenke theorem in this setting.
Introduction
Recall that if / is analytic near 0, then for m, n > 0, the m, n Padé approximant to / is a rational function [m/n](z) = (P/Q)(z), where P, Q have degree <m,n respectively, Q is not identically zero, and i fn _ pvv\ -m^m+n+i\ " __ n (fQ -P)(z) = 0(zr-'), 0.
For functions meromorphic in C, or even with singularities of capacity 0, it is known that the diagonal sequence {[n/n]}%Lx converges in capacity and in measure [11, 14] . Similar results are available in more general circumstances [3, 6, 16, 17, 19] .
By contrast, for functions analytic only near 0, the full diagonal sequence of Padé approximants need not converge in capacity in any neighbourhood of zero [7, 8, 15] , and moreover, at least for infinitely many n , [n/n] may have at least zi-log« poles arbitrarily near 0 [18] . (We could replace logzz by any sequence increasing to oo .) The 1961 Baker-Gammel-Wills conjecture [1, 2] asserts that a subsequence of {[«/«]} converges uniformly near 0, but at present it is not even known if a subsequence converges in capacity.
In this paper we show that, at least for a subsequence of {[n/n]}, the proportion of poles of [n/n] near 0 shrinks to 0, in a certain sense. This result also holds for subsequences of {[«//«/]} provided Tij+i/ftj -> 1 as j -> oo. Then we deduce a convergence in capacity type property. Since by a variable scaling z -> rz any function analytic near 0 can be scaled to a function analytic in \z\ < 1, the transformation properties of Padé approximants permit us to consider only the latter: Theorem 1.1. Let f be analytic in {z : \z\ < 1} . Let {nj}Jtx be an increasing sequence of positive integers with (1.1) limn]+x/n^l.
Let 0 < ô < 1. Then there exists an infinite sequence of positive integers S? with the following property: For j £ 5?, the total multiplicity of poles of [nj/nf] in {z : \z\ < e~l9/s) is at most 6n¡.
Under a regularity assumption on the errors of best rational approximation, we can say the same for full sequences of Padé approximants: For 0 < p < 1, we let E""(f; p) := inf{\\f -R\\Lx{lzl<p) : P isa rational function of type (n, n)}. Theorem 1.2. Assume that f is analytic in {z : \z\ < 1}, and that
where K(p) is finite for p £ (0, 1). Then for large enough n, the total multiplicity of poles of [n/n](z) in {z : \z\ < p) is at most ón , provided
In particular, if lim"^00P""(/'; /?)'/" exists for 0 < p < I, then for n large enough, the total multiplicity of poles of [n/n](z) in {z : \z\ < exp(-19/<5)} is at most an. The formulation will be more complicated and the proofs will be messier, but we hope to attend to this in a subsequent paper. (See [9] , where similar results were proved for functions analytic in C except for singularities of capacity 0 and for general sectorial sequences {[mj/nj]}.) (ii) Note that the size of the neighbourhood in which there are at most on poles is a function of ô only, not of /. However, the factor e~19 is not optimal.
(iii) Note that if lim inf Enn(f; p)x'n = 0, n-*og then it is easy to see that a subsequence of the [n/n] Padé approximants actually converges in capacity on compact subsets of {z : \z\ < p}. Note too that if lim Enn(/;/>)'/" = 0, n-»oc then / belongs to the Goncar-Walsh class [3, 10] , the [n/n] Padé approximants converge in capacity in {z : \z\ < 1} [3, 19] , and for j £ S? all but o(n¡) poles of [nj/nf] leave every compact subset of {z : \z\ < 1} [9, 10] . Now we turn to convergence in capacity. Recall that, for a compact set P, the logarithmic capacity cap(P) is defined by cap(P) := lim (min || P" || L^{K n -oo \ P"
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where the minimum is taken over all monic polynomials P" of degree n . For arbitrary S, the inner logarithmic capacity cap (5) is defined by cap(S) := sup{cap(P) : P c S, K compact}.
Convergence in capacity is essentially the same as convergence in measure. We say /" -> / in capacity in {z : \z\ < r} if Ve > 0, cap{z : \z\ < r and \f -f"\(z) < s} -► 0, n -> oo.
The Nuttall-Pommerenke theorem [11, 14] and its extensions actually prove geometric convergence in capacity under suitable hypotheses on / :
cap{z :\z\< r and \f -[n/n]\(z) > s"} -► 0, n -► oo.
Here we shall show that Theorem 1.1 implies a weak convergence in capacity property:
Given 0 < A < \, A > 1, there exists p = p(A) < 1 (independent of /) such that, for all « in a subsequence,
> pnA} < cap{z : \z\ < p}A = pA.
The same estimate holds if we replace cap by planar Lebesgue measure or onedimensional Hausdorff content. The point is that, in most of {z : \z\ < p}, [n/n] is geometrically close to /, and we have a weak convergence in capacity property: The capacity (or area or one-dimensional Hausdorff content) of the set on which [n/n] does not approximate is an arbitrarily small proportion of the total capacity (or area or content). I believe that in the setting of the following theorem the conclusion of It is now known [12] that liminfP,^/;/?)1/«2")^.
n-»oo
Consequently, if we assume that lim"_00P""(/; /?)'/(2") exists for 0 < p < 1, then our proof allows us to replace 0<A<jbyO<A<l and p = \exp(-l9A/(± -A)) by p = iexp(-19^/(l -A)) in the above result. In that case also, the weak convergence in capacity will hold for the full diagonal sequence, and not just a subsequence.
(ii) The subsequence 5? in Theorem 1.3 is the same sequence as in Theorem 1.1, with a suitable choice of à = ô(A).
We prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in §2 and Theorem 1.3 in §3. Proof. Let r* := p*/q* be the best approximant of type (n, n) to / on \z\ < p . Then for \z\ < p , Q*n(z)(fqn -p")(z)/z2"+i = ±-f [qn(t)(fq; -p*n)(t)/t2^]-^-.
2m Jw=p t-z
This is an easy consequence of Cauchy's integral formula and the fact that, for any \\£&2n, ¿7/ [U(t)/t2^]-^-= 0.
-m J\t\=p t-z t\t\=p « ¿ (We chose U := p*q" -p"q*.) We deduce that, for a < p, Proof. See [4] . For more precise results and references, see [5, 12, 13] The Bernstein-Walsh lemma gives \\Smqn -pn\\Lx{\A<2KP) < Enn(f; p)3(32e)2"\\qn\\Loo(\A=Px)(6K)m+n .
We deduce that, for ct < 2Kp , 
for n large enough, by our choice of m and of e = 3Kp. Since [n/n] has at least t poles in \z\ < Kp < ox, s/ax([n/n]) is a rational function of type (n -T, n -x), and the result follows. □
We turn to the proofs of the theorems. To indicate the ideas, we first prove the simpler Theorem 1.2. In the sequel, we let
Recall (as in the Introduction) that if A(p) = 0 for some p £ (0, 1), then, by a result of Goncar [3] , A(p) = 0 for all 0 < p < 1, and then stronger results are available [9] . So we assume that A(p) > 0 for all p > 0 in the sequel.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume that, for some ô £ (0, 1), p £ (0, 5), and for n belonging to some infinite sequence of integers Jf, [n/n] has poles of total multiplicity > on in {z : \z\ < p}. We show that p cannot be too small assuming that JV" is an infinite set. Applying Lemma 2.4 with P = 1 gives
Taking zzth roots, letting n -» 00 through Jf, and using (1.2) gives This follows easily from the fact that Enn(f; p) is decreasing in n . Let 0 < t] < ô < 1. For large enough /c, we define j = j(k) to be the largest integer j for which nk > nj(l -rj), so that «/(*){ 1 -r\)<nk <nm+x(l -rj).
Let xk := nj(k) -nk . We see from (1.1) and our choice of j(k) that (2.9) lim xk/nRk) = rj ; lim nk/nj{k) = 1 -t].
k-»oo k-»oo
Suppose that for some 0 < p < I and for large enough k , [nk/nk] has more than 6nk poles in {z : \z\ < p}. Then for large enough k, and j = j(k), [rtj(k)/^j(k)] has > ônj(k) > xk poles in {z : \z\ < p} (recall that rj < 3). As rtj(k) -i:k = nk, Lemma 2.4 (with P = 1 ) gives Enk,nk(f; P) < ei6"^Enm,"m(f; p)W**W<**p).
Taking nj^th roots in this last inequality, and then lim sups as k -» oo, and using (2.8) and (2.9), give
Since r\ < 5 is arbitrary, we deduce that
This is the exact same relation as (2.6) with K(p) = 1 . Proceeding exactly as in the previous proof with x(p) = 1 , we obtain p>exp(-l9/ô). Let 0</><2,0<r5<l,/i>l, and assume that for n belonging to poles, counting multiplicity, in {z : \z\ < 2p}. Let r* := p"/q" be a best approximation of type (n, n) to / on {z : \z\ < 2p}. We begin with the identity from Lemma 2.2: For \z\ < 2p ,
We deduce that, for \z\ < p ,
Now for n > no(p) (3.2) Enn(f;2p)<(3p)".
Recall that q* has all zeros outside \z\ < 2p. We split q" = S"Un , where S" is monic of degree sn < on and has zeros in \z\ <2p, and U" has zeros in \z\ > 2p . Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we see that, for \z\ < p, as A > 1, so (3.5) is satisfied. Finally, with this choice of ô and p, Theorem 1.1 guarantees that, given {«;} satisfying (1.1), we can find infinitely many j such that for n = n¡, j £ S? ; that is, [«//«/] has at most Sn¡ poles in {z : \z\ < 2p} . D We remark that when the limit lim Enn(f; p)x<n n-»oo exists, then the aforementioned result of Parfenov guarantees that it is < p2. Then we can replace (3.2) by Enn(f;2p)<(3p2)". Proceeding as before, we see that we can then choose p = \ exp (-19A/( 1 -A) ), for any 0 < A < 1.
